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Mission Statement: 

Attachment A 
Business Summary 

e-One is a subsidiary of CaliOne, a single-source company that provides and manages 
telecommunication services for businesses and organizations in Illinois. Just as CaliOne has 
helped our clients take advantage of advances in telecommunications, we started e-One to help 
our clients improve their operations, facilities and products through advances in environmental 
and energy technologies and services. 

Essentially, e-One will provide our clients the services of an outsourced chief sustainability 
officer, helping them design, implement and manage sustainability programs that make the 
most economic sense for their organization. e-One's mission is to make sustainability more 
accessible to small business. Our assessments will not focus on individual clients, but rather an 
aggregate of industry clients with similar profiles. In this way, we can address the needs of a 
wider audience so that our clients may be better able to attract, afford and adopt our 
recommended solutions. 

Market Challenge: 

Energy and environmental sustainability is a challenge that requires a comprehensive response 
from all enterprises. The lack of participation by small business stems from three 
misperceptions: 

1) sustainability is for the "big boys." While sustainability is common among Fortune 500 
companies, it has yet to penetrate the small and medium-sized market. 
2) Sustain ability is taa expensive. Solutions to date have been produced by large firms 
dedicated to servicing large clients with large budgets. 
3) Sustain ability is time-cansuming. In a period of economic downturn, only the largest firms 
can afford the time and manpower necessary to support environmental and energy efficient 
improvements. 

Typically, sustainability programs are developed in-house or by a major consulting firm or NGO 
retained for a single, larger client. The process begins with a footprint assessment of facilities, 
operations and product life cycle. By identifying opportunities to improve operations, reduce 
cost and add value, these programs put competitors at a disadvantage. Even if smaller 
businesses and organizations could afford the time to assess the opportunities, they lack the 
purchasing power to afford the solutions. 
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Market Opportunity: 

A key component in the e-One mission is CaliOne's unique relationship with trade associations. 
CaliOne brings to e-One the endorsement of leading-edge Illinois trade associations looking to 
provide guidance to their membership on which opportunities are most appropriate for their 
industry Each of the industries represented by their trade associations has distinctive 
environmental footprints and energy demands requiring tailored assessments and solutions. By 
designing a sustainability program with each trade association specific to its industry, e-One 
should be at a significant competitive advantage by reaching the entire membership in a 
position of authority with cost- and time-effective opportunities. For these clients, e-One is not 
only able to identify and provide access to the leading sustainable products and service 
providers, but to deliver their products and services at competitive prices previously available 
only to their largest customers. 

At least as important as price and quality to a small business or organization is the convenience 
of a one-stop shop. Since 2000, CaliOne has grown exponentially serving multi-location clients 
seeking the unique qualities of a single-source provider. The desires of our clients are typified 
in the following testimonial: "I'm in the restaurant business, not the telecom business. I know 
that one call to CaliOne and it's done." As a single source provider, e-One brings together the 
strength of many with the simplicity of one. 

Barriers: 

The greatest barrier to entry is small business buy-in. Unlike telecommunications, with a clearly 
defined set of voice, data and internet information technology needs, it is difficult to keep pace 
with the myriad of sustainability options that continue to evolve. e-One faces the additional 
challenge of convincing small businesses of the need for sustainability. 

In the current economy, with organizations struggling to survive the present, e-One must 
educate our clients as to the triple bottom-line benefits of investing in the future. For e-One, 
these benefits are economy, ecology and equity. Economy is generally the return on 
investment by using limited resources more efficiently. Ecology is improving a company's 
practices to reduce its environmental impact. Equity is the value added to a company's 
products and services through the goodwill generated by going green. 

Working with the trade associations, we will be selling opportunities to be more healthy, 
efficient and productive. e-One will need to simplify the sustainability process by developing 
targeted solutions as the opportunities arise, supported by the leading environmental and 
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energy technology experts. The unique ability of e-One to offer price, quality and convenience 
to encourage greater participation will distinguish us as an innovator. As part of any 
sustainability program, e-One will work with the trade associations to establish benchmarks and 
certification to reward their members as industry leaders. 

Market Benefits: 

Our own experience inspired the formation of e-One. Deforestation at a rate that now exceeds 
an acre per second accounts for 20 percent of all Carbon Dioxide emissions - more than all of 
the world's transportation combined. As a telecommunications carrier, CaliOne printed over a 
million sheets of paper a year for invoices and service orders. CaliOne developed a paperless 
billing and filing system that not only reduced paper and cost, but added value to its products 
and operations. By developing an online billing system, CaliOne added significant interactive 
and storage value to our bills. Clients have easier access to information that they can use for 
better financial and managerial reporting. By placing all service agreements and orders online, 
CaliOne added significant efficiency to its operations through remote and immediate access to 
client records. 

Market Strategy: 

Educatian Lead Generation. Our market strategy begins by educating potential clients on the 
issues of sustainability and the benefits of our sustainability programs. 

e-One will educate potential clients through communications with CaliOne clients and trade 
associations. In addition, e-One will offer our educational services to other trade associations 
looking to make the benefits of sustainability their industry standard. Our goal is to establish 
relationships with the appropriate contact at each organization - who may not be the same as 
the contact for CaliOne. 

To expand our outreach, the e-One website will provide a green market center for best-in-class 
products and services, with a forum for expert advice and public opinion. The website also will 
promote clients and industries that have adopted e-One programs by reporting their 
achievements. 

Industry Sustain ability Officer. e-One will generate a subscription fee from the members of 
industry trade associations to design the appropriate sustainability program, and will share this 
fee with the association to encourage greater participation. 
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e-One will work directly with trade associations looking to design an industry-specific 
sustainability program for their members. As their Chief Sustainability Officer, e-One will 
coordinate with trade associations and appropriate energy and environmental experts to assess 
product life cycles and to understand the stakeholder (including regulatory) issues impacting 
their industry. By working together, e-One will design the sustainability program that provides 
the greatest triple bottom line opportunities. Through the aggregated purchasing power of the 
members, these trade associations will not only be able to identify and attract the products and 
services that offer the best solutions, but also be able to negotiate preferred pricing and 
incentives to promote these solutions. 

Client Sustainability Officer. Our goal is to move from the role of an industry consultant to that 
of a client sustainability officer charged with implementing, managing and tracking individual 
sustainability programs. 

As a sustainability officer for the trade associations, our task is to design a sustainability 
program with access to preferred pricing for the leading products and services. As we gain 
greater expertise with regard to these products and services, we will become better able to 
identify particular solutions appropriate for each client and to cost-effectively determine the 
process by which these solutions are to be implemented and managed. 

Single Source Solution Provider. e-One will deliver the most appropriate technologies as a 
single source, custom solution. 

By aggregating our clients' demand, e-One will be able to attract solution providers and to 
negotiate the best rates for their solutions. As with CaliOne, our goal is to provide these 
solutions at the same price to each of our clients regardless of their size. 
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